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Point of departure
Reto Boller constantly sounds out new formulations of painting, object and installation art
with his cross-genre works that interact with the relative spatial and architectonic
environments in a subtly articulated way. In a constant process of questioning the specific
means of expressing real and pictorial space, and through his use of diverse industrial
materials1, he manages to create an independent and innovative contribution to contemporary
art.
The transformation of concrete objects from their original functionality within a new artificial
context as well as the diversity of the materials deployed may first lead to irritation. On their
way from the real everyday world of things, the works undergo a metamorphosis into art
objects, and demand the viewer think over his experience and knowledge of familiar objects
and materials and engage in novel situations. In doing so, the artist attains a maximum of
effect with often the simplest and most economic of means.
Reto Boller does not only aim at a critical artistic position, but also at a significant expansion
of our percipience. The objects are here to activate and provoke the viewer to open up
questions—including awkward ones—as to perception and expectation, as to objecthood and
the function of art in general. These works prove to be unwieldy and autonomous, not just due
to their appearance and workmanship, but also in relation to their art-historical categorisation.
Some allude to trends of the post-minimal, deconstructive-conceptual or concrete idioms.
However, these terminologies are neither productive in discussion of the works, nor does the
artist bind himself to any single one of these respective concepts. Here, something new is in
the making.

Practice and Use of Materials
In works from recent years of his practice, the manipulation of deployed materials has drawn
increasingly more attention. By incorporating more and more objects from the everyday world
of things such as building clamps, restraint straps, bicycle and motorcycle helmets or just
components from certain objects, these are transported into an entirely artificial sphere of
meaning. The works neither represent something concrete, nor do they suggest a specific
narrative content. Instead, they unfold an enhanced, associational and evocative language of
images.
The ambivalency in reading the objects is juxtaposed with a general absence of titles. The
artist confines himself to the deployed materials’ clinically pragmatic technical details or
serial numbering, avoiding offensive nomenclature so as not to influence the viewer with a
predetermined way of looking. The viewer should experience a maximal freedom of
interpretation.2

                                                  
1 Most of the materials used are acryl paint, resins, varnishes, glue, silicone, vinyls, two-by-

fours, mdf and ply boards, metals like aluminum, chrome-plated steel and other
plastics like polyethylen and polyurethane.

2 The innominate objects are accompanied by ambiguous though not in the least random titles,
chosen deliberately by the artist and alluding to material aspects and ephemeral
qualities. In this sense, the title of the current exhibition “Touchdown Point” is of great
consequence and symptomatic for the work’s interpretation. Whether having to do
with an airplane touching down on the runway or a needle leveling onto a record, the
contact surfaces are miniscule in comparison to the resulting effect: existing as a
process of constant transformation, these actions require great precision and the
outcome is hardly static.



The industrial materials show visible signs of manual processing: in the unclean ragged
sheeting edges, in scratches on pristine surfaces or unpolished ridges from unchecked
production steps. Precisely these raw and rough points allow the viewer to visually dock onto
the works. The alterations, irregularities and damage to the surfaces give the industrially and
mass-produced materials their authenticity and originality. Meanwhile, the moment of the
unfinished takes on a unique quality: the unfinished is not deliberately forced by the artist, but
instead originates as a spontaneous result in the creative process. Should these results hold up
against the artist’s critical inspection, they are left alone; as they fulfill their requirements, any
further addendum is superfluous.
The waste edges of the arranged materials attest to the artist’s search for an adequate balance
within the object: they mark the actual threshold at which the viewer’s perception is activated
to a higher degree, thus questioning the functionality and effect of generally familiar and
commonplace materials. Just as a mystification of the materials is avoided, so is perfection in
their processing. Finished and unfinished stand equipollent in juxtaposition. The visible traces
of craftsmanship further liberate qualities specific to materials and accentuate a haptic-tactile
percipience.
The manifold arrangements of diverse materials underline the artist’s measured approach:
bulky and abrasive forms, ragged edges and dull surfaces are juxtaposed with those that are
round, smooth and precisely crafted, so that the objects are distinguished by a specific, haptic-
physical and tangible element. One is repeatedly surprised by how ingeniously completely
disparate materials are arranged together. Often, it is impossible to state with certainty
whether a specific material is heavy or light, the surface hard or soft. Inflexible and brittle
materials appear flexible and agile due to how they are manipulated. According to light
conditions or vantage point, distinctly shaped volumes and bounded forms may develop an
immaterial intangible quality. In this sense, these objects take part in the sensual life of the
viewer precisely because of their absolution from a purely functional and technical affiliation.
Because the artist dialogically deploys the materials, the logical consequence is an
investigation of visual media and the classification within genre. The curiosity and
unconstrained attitude with which the artist approaches the materials allow him to treat
painterly and sculptural elements with equal weight within his work.3  Specifically because of
such qualities, his work offers a convincing and important contribution to contemporary art,
whose spectrum of argumentation thereby experiences a substantial expansion.

Perception and Gesture of Objects
For the past three years, the wall and floor objects have been displaying distinctly new
approaches in their formulation. 4 The characteristically intense color of early objects is often
substituted for the inherent color of a specific material. Combinations arise through the
unusual though neither random nor forcible combination of different materials that generate
new readings and reactions to aesthetic and perceptual disputes, which in turn evoke dynamic
and striking cross-references to the confrontation with our day-to-day reality in the familiar
materials of wood, miscellaneous types of metal and plastics.
The objects are made from multi-layered shapes that in their relief-like structure suggest depth
and an expansion into space. They hang or lie against walls, and stand without pedestals
directly on the floor, consequently communicating with the spatial environment and the

                                                  
3 As a point of significance, Reto Boller holds a professorship in painting at the State

Academy of Fine Arts Stuttgart, and not—as many would perhaps suspect—in
sculpture. His work consistently defies explicit categorization and thereby develops an
animated and multifaceted interpretability.

4 The vinyl works from this period also show a distinct tendency towards reduction and
radicality, as discussed by Daniela Hardmeier in her contribution to the catalog.



viewer in an acute way. This forgoing of pedestals nullifies the sculpture’s spatial autonomy
and the viewer is bound to the same space as the object. Whether the object is experienced at
a distance or up close plays a decisive role, invariably confronting the viewer with surprising
insights.5

None of these works cater to visual “well-being”. The raw, hermetic and aseptically clean
materiality unfolds with immediate directness upon the viewer who sees himself confronted
with objects that clearly manifest themselves as artificial. It is not rare to see raw patches,
vacant apparently “empty” surfaces, as the objects are frequently composed of mere
fragmentary components or in fact even negative forms. This is especially visible in the
segmented polished metal steel objects, which hang overlapping and deformed on the wall.
The space is concretized in a multifaceted and complex way, not just by the reflective surface
of the metal but also through the view of the underlying wall.
The dislocation and misalignment of the chrome-plated wall objects is also manifest in the
black works, inspired by the injection-molded components of model toy kits, whose laser-cut
stencils resemble reliefs. Both the chrome-plated and black objects are pinioned between the
planes of interior space and contour, between discernible and extrapolated forms. There is no
distinctly implied interpretation of familiar structures and interrelationships. Often only the
border zones are occupied by these ambivalent abbreviations, while a blank space gapes in the
interior surface at the centre. Here the quasi-straight and centrally oriented vantage point is
offset while the focus of our attention is expanded and shifted towards the peripheral zones.
Ultimately, it depends on the viewer to occupy these negative spaces with an effectively
positive meaning. Here, we see the complexity of Boller’s practice: these works oscillate
between painting and object, between extreme two-dimensionality and a distinctly
pronounced and voluminous relief-like quality, while the negative forms develop an
associational visual language.6

What is made visible in these works? This is a question of a form of abstracted realities,
substrates of the actual concrete (daily) world, addressing its inherent contradictions. No
concrete perceptual or experiential conditions are brought to light, but instead the illusionist
content inherent in real life. At the same time, this is not about a distortion of quotidianity or
real interrelationships in and of themselves, but about the creation of new artificial objects,
which cannot be classified within the functional world of things, but are juxtaposed as
equipollent artistic objects. The viewer is challenged to sensitize his imagination to a far
greater degree in order to make references to reality and be lead through a reification of the
experience of these works.

Conclusion
Since the outset of his artistic practice, Reto Boller has worked extensively with the question
of the media “picture” and “object” and what these can effect in contemporary art. The
imperative is to react to the changing conditions of contemporary art. The artist is constantly
driven by the question as to how painting, sculpture, site and architecture can be brought in
correlation to each other. Thus, operating with painterly impulses and exploring the
possibilities offered by different materials, he makes visible what is intrinsic in an image or
rather art object. In conjunction with this, there is a consequent dissolution of the traditional
boundaries of genre and idiom, as color, or rather the pictorial object is not just concretized on

                                                  
5 A wonderful example of this is the star-shaped form, perfectly conjured from a distance, but

appearing to be a makeshift construction held together by C-clamps from within close
proximity.

6 The most recent sprayed works on paper further develop this aspect of the two-dimensional
surface and evoke an idiosyncratic and profoundly associational imagery.



the wall, but in the entire space, which ultimately leads to an intense dialogical
interconnectedness of different media.
These objects amount to a bid towards an open and critical viewer, one who is willing to shift
away from predetermined expectation and a purely functional understanding of objects and
materials in order to enrich his percipience and consciousness. Those able to open themselves
to these objects will step away from the dialogue both enriched and inspired.


